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Ultra Floor gives clean bill at one of UK’s largest healthcare providers 
 

Ultra Floor’s Level IT TWO and Prime IT AR have been used refurbish the office and 
dispensary areas at the Healthcare at Home site in Burton-on-Trent. 
 

Burton-based bespoke flooring supplier, Micks Carpet Warehouse, completed 1900m² of subfloor 
preparation and installation of PolyFlor X1 PUR vinyl and Gladiator carpet tiles using products from 

the Ultra Floor range. 

 
The project was carried out in three phases, a week at a time to minimise disruption to employees 

and customers. 
 

Existing floor covering and adhesive residue was removed 
before Prime IT AR was applied to the concrete substrate. 

Prime IT AR is a water-based acrylic primer suitable for 

absorbent subfloors and as a barrier primer, prior to applying a 
smoothing underlayment. It helps stop the moisture from the 

wet underlayment passing through to the porous subfloor 
which can cause pinholes, prolonging the life of the 

installation. It was used to prepare the area prior to levelling 

with Level IT TWO. 
 

Level IT TWO is a general purpose high flow, two component 
underlayment with exceptional flow characteristics, making it 

very easy to apply to a variety of subfloors in commercial and domestic environments. It can be 

walked on in 2.5 hours and has recently undergone enhancements to its formula and now has a 30% 
faster curing time and can be overlaid in just 12 hours. 

 
The liquid component provides increased flexural capacity, ensuring Level IT TWO has exceptional 

compatibility with timber substrates. It is also suitable for applications onto heated screed and 
projects where radiant UnderTile heating systems are utilised. 

 

Micks Carpet Warehouse commented: “Level IT TWO mixes and rubs down well and has exceptional 
flow and finish.” 

 
Level IT TWO is Ultra Floor’s best selling product and its popularity is a testament to its quality, 

performance and durability, providing contractors with a product that they can rely on. 

 
Ultra Floor is currently re-branding its entire range to include some great new products, 

enhancements to the existing range and vibrant new packaging.   
 

Call the Ultra Floor team to learn more on 01827 871871 or email ultrafloor@instarmac.co.uk 
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